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Abstract

Introduction

Methodology
Cyber-physical production systems (CPPS) are receiving a lot of
attention in the context of the fourth industrial revolution. The
present elaboration is rather based on the question of what
support such systems can provide for the exchange and
appropriation of knowledge-intensive human practices in
industrial surroundings. This paper presents the method and
conceptual foundations of an Augmented Reality (AR) and sensor
technology based CPPS for manual set-up processes on
production machines. In the present context, both the recording
of physical movements and the representation of local knowledge
are potentially relevant. The basis is formed by design
implications identified in the course of an extensive ethnographic
study through the implementation of which a new methodological
approach to the capture and transfer of (technical) knowledge
embedded in embodied actions could be realized.

• Impact of customized products (Janssen & Möller, 
2011):
− increasing number of product variations
− production of low batch sizes
− increasing proportion of manuel set-up

operations
• digital solutions (e.g., in the form of AR-based data 

glasses) combined with sensory input to reduce 
complexity and set-up time (Bhattacharya & Winer, 
2019)

 Challenge: efficient handling of the knowledge-
intensive (set-up) processes

 Objective: archiving and processing of knowledge 
embedded in embodied actions to support machine 
setters

• Conduct a design case study (Wulf et al., 2011) to 
explore a user-centered design approach of a CPPS 
tool

• Ethnographic approach
• shadowing sessions and video recording 

with "Think Aloud" principle to collect in-
situ data on work practices and social 
interactions

• in-depth interviews (Hermanowicz, 2002) 
with 24 process-related employees from 4 
different SMEs

• thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2012) 
and triangulation (Bryman, 2008) of the 
data
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Results
• Design implications

1) timely and error-minimized provision of 
process-relevant information

2) appropriate visualization of auditory as well as 
image and video-based content from a first-
person perspective

3) Monitoring of the working area as well as 
reduction of uncertainties through sensor 
technology

• Knowledge transfer model embedded in a CPS 
infrastructure

• CPPS tool: “Expert to Go”
• AR data glasses Microsoft „HoloLens“
• Basic functions

• Writing Mode
• Reading Mode

• Context-specific and step-by-step 
visualization of set-up instructions including 
internal and external sensor data

• Knowledge transfer of supposedly irrelevant, self-
evident and banal as well as consciously withheld 
knowledge

• Suitability of the system for inexperienced machine 
setters or machine setters to be trained

• Striving for continuous optimization with regard to the 
constructive, ergonomic and technological design of 
data glasses for the benefit of user acceptance

Discussion & Conclusion
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